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In 2008, Christian Siriano made headlines as the youngest designer to win the hit reality series Task
Runway. Today in his first publication, he helps readers discover how to look, feel, and take action fierce
in everyday lifestyle. Giving advice on creating personal style, sharing tips on building self-selfconfidence, and revealing his very own list of fashion dos and don'ts, Christian shows how to use one's
unique strengths to get forward - and go from tickity-tack to totally flawless. However the now twentythree-year-older is bigger than a TV superstar. With tips from a few of fashion and Hollywood's biggest
names -including Victoria Beckham, Heidi Klum, Nina Garcia, and Vanessa Williams -- along with
gorgeous initial sketches by Christian, never-before-heard tales, and behind-the-moments photos, he tells
his journey of developing his very own fashion feeling and overcoming obstacles to success. From his
prodigious fashion talent to his one-of-a-kind character, Christian is the embodiment of fierce design.
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I needed more photos of Christian's latest collections!Overall, it really is a useful publication for people
who are not fashionistas or who don't know much about fashion. Siriano, then a 21-year-old fashion
prodigy, sled through the competition effortlessly, to everyone's amazement. His first full collection as an
independent designer was a total success, and he offers been ever since working hard in the fashion
industry, along the way managing to create a lot of childhood dreams come true.As a writer, however,
Christian is not thus amazing.. Bravo, Christian! After all, let's encounter it; He describes his journey to
fame and the ups and downs on the way. I have no doubt she'll enjoy this book.. Only a fun, fabulous
read simply by Christian Siriano!The book, co written with people.com's editor Rennie Dyball, has a good
framework though, and is divided into four primary sections: how exactly to look fabulous, how to feel
fabulous, how to be fabulous, and everyday motivation for aspiring designers.. I finished the book
wanting to take a look at some of his most recent collections. Therefore whether you're into fashion or
'style-challenged". The advice is effective, youthful, and rather fundamental. Christian Siriano, of Project
Runway fame, wrote this book soon after winning the show's fourth season. Cute, however, not fabulous.
I admit, I believe Christian is a doll, and I really like the actual fact that he's so forthcoming with his
opinions about design and fashion, but he has arrogance born from insecurity that won't serve him well as
time goes on. I enjoyed reading the publication while I was at the seaside, but I still left it behind inside
our rental cottage, because there was nothing fierce or fantastic enough to make me want to maintain it
in my own library. Amazing book but. I actually purchased this book for my sister, who is a big enthusiast
of Mr.. I had been wanting this publication for a long time, my boyfriend finally got it for me and We was
delighted to finally own it and be able to read it. Four Stars I enjoyed the book so I enjoyed the book I am
a enthusiast of Christian, so I enjoyed the book. We Love You! Five Stars Love Christian and like reading
his tale! Six times. Besides the authors' priceless understanding and inspiration regarding fashion, the
book is definitely funny as hell and I found myself LOL for real. This can help you get your grove and
style back. It's great fast reading and loaded with amazing fashion related information. After re-reading it
different times, I pointed out that the publication focuses even more on teaching vocabulary other than
style. I wouldn't state it's immensely useful (although there are some tips), but it's pleasant, particularly if
you've watched Project Runway when he was there. Fierce Style: How exactly to be your Most Fabulous
Self I purchased this as something special for a daring, creative 16 year outdated who want to own her
very own business 1 day. Christian's book is fun, well crafted and relevant to a young artists passions.
There are several great tips by Christian and others that I am sure young people will find inspiring. the
individuals who will love this book are those who currently loved Christian from watching him week after
week in Project Runway. His writing style is simple, funny and informative simultaneously. The book,
nevertheless, is filled with his trademark Christian terms and expressions that were funny to listen to on
the show for one hour every week, but they get yourself a bit tiresome to learn page after web page after
web page. I did. In any event, she actually loved it.This is an extremely visual book, full of color
photographs of Christian and models and pieces of clothing, but missing are Christian's own creations.
Sure, his publication is fun to learn, and light, and breezy and with just the lightest touch of childishness...
Siriano. I started to read and couldn't place it down!! Very easy to read and fun!This book is supposed for
a teenage and young adult audience, who is looking for direction on how best to achieve an individual
sense of style while at exactly the same time is still developing a sense of their own identities..!.. And his
brilliant personality shines through every page and paragraph and sentence.Fierce Style: How to End up
being Your Most Fabulous Self Work!!. Purchased for a pal I bought this publication for a friend, and she
wanted it for a long time. I was pleased to discover that she was extremely satisfied with the book, and
probably thanked me just. A great light read which will inspire you to end up and have a risk..! Fashion,
Fun and full of Fierce. Fabulousity In Words!. How do someone SO young have SO much talent! Thank
you Christian for sharing your story. But at any rate it is a must have for Christian Siriano, fans and

fashion fans alike. there' something here for everyone. (btw this is elle smith, not really Robert)
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